GED® PLAY - EXCLUSIVE PARTNER PRODUCT
Developed in Partnership with GED® Testing Service & KAPLAN

GED® Play is the only on-demand learning program developed by GED® Testing Service, Kaplan Test Prep, and Aztec Software to provide targeted video learning support across key GED® measured skills. GED® Play is the perfect classroom supplement to keep students engaged in their GED® Test preparation.

BENEFITS

- Reinforces classroom instruction.
- Enhances test preparation and improves performance.
- Allows visual and auditory learners to master content through multiple modalities.
- Provides expanded access to direct instruction of key concepts and skills.
- Produces actionable data and reporting.
- Co-developed with the GED® Testing service and Kaplan Test Prep.

GET IN TOUCH

p: 1.800.273.0033
e: sales@aztecsoftware.com
w: aztecsoftware.com